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1.Why is standardization important to cloud computing?
A. drives commoditization and increases quality.
B. ensure developer proficiency during build cycles.
C. consolidates and differentiates IT services.
D. serve as a provisioning interface to automate services.
Answer: A
2.Based upon the diagram, which capability or capabilities should be provided by the Connection layer to
allow developers to take advantage of the functionality offered by App A and APP B?

A. secure connectivity to database DB1 and DB2
B. API Discovery and Assembly
C. Monitoring and debug of Node js apps
D. network connectivity to enterprise IT
Answer: A
3.Which technology best supports application portability?
A. docker containers
B. OpenFlow
C. docker stacks
D. OpenDaylight
Answer: A
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4.What challenge of hybrid cloud environments is addressed by IBM solutions like IBM Cast Iron, IBM
MobileFirst platform integration and IBM API Management?
A. lack of workload portability
B. integration of systems of engagement and systems of record
C. service management of provisioned systems
D. mobile applications security in hybrid cloud environments
Answer: B
5.What is the principal reason that continuous testing is necessary in the agile world?
A. So that multiply teams can get better utilization out of testing environments
B. To bridge the gap between slow and fast speed IT development
C. For supports the large volume and high frequency of changes driven by cloud native development
approaches
D. To ensure application interoperability across public cloud providers.
Answer: B
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